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Measurement and Modeling of
Dynamic Rolling Friction in
Linear Microball Bearings
In prior work of the authors and co-workers, a vision-based system was developed for
characterizing the tribological behavior of silicon-micromachined linear microball bearings. Plain difference methods introduce amplitude and/or phase distortion in computing
the derivative signals (e.g., velocity and acceleration) based on the position snapshots. In
this paper frequency-dependent amplitude and phase compensation algorithms are developed for both the forward difference and the central difference methods to retrieve
without distortion the friction and the relative velocity between bearing elements. Processing of experimental data with these techniques reveals nonlinear, viscous frictional
behavior in the bearing. A viscoelastic model based on a continuum of mass-springdamper elements is then proposed for the ball-groove interaction. Numerical results show
that this model captures the nonlinear velocity dependence of the rolling friction observed in experiments. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.2362786兴

Introduction

Bearing and support structures play important roles in micromachines 共e.g., microengines, micromotors, and microgenerators兲
due to their implications for efficiency 共friction兲, reliability, and
complexity in fabrication and control. Typical contact-type bearings, such as the center-pin bearing with sliding bushing 关1兴, suffered drastically from friction and wear. On the other hand, noncontact bearings, like electrostatic 关2兴 or pressurized air levitation
关3兴 mechanisms, show much less friction and almost no wear but
require complicated fabrication steps and are hard to control. Silicon micromachined microball bearings can potentially provide
simple, low-friction, and robust support in micromachines. Like
their macroscopic counterparts, MEMS-based microball bearings
are expected to exhibit low friction. But the effective design and
control of micromachines using such bearings will demand careful
characterization and modeling of their frictional behavior.
Frictional phenomena at micro/nano scales have been a subject
of active research. Several approaches were reported including,
e.g., measurement with atomic force microscopes or frictional
force microscopes 关4,5兴 and in situ direct measurement using micromachined structures 关6–9兴. Most of studies, however, was focused on static or dynamic friction in sliding instead of rolling. A
linear microball bearing structure was proposed and its static coefficient of friction 共COF兲 measured by Ghodssi et al. 关10兴. Its
dynamic COF was investigated with a vision-based experimental
setup 关11兴, where a Coulomb friction model was used. Recently
the authors and their co-workers upgraded the experimental system to capture motions of all bearing elements 共the slider, the
stator, and the microballs兲 with infrared imaging. This led to characterization of some important tribological behaviors 关12兴. However, a faithful model is still lacking for the microball bearings
since the Coulomb model was a crude approximation, as evidenced by the scattering of data points on the friction versus velocity plot 关11兴.
Classical frictional models typically express the frictional force
as a static function of the relative velocity between the contact
surfaces, which may include the static friction, Coulomb friction,
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Stribeck friction, and viscous friction 关13,14兴. The Dahl model
describes the friction in the presliding regime in terms of the
micro-displacement 关15兴. The relationship between the friction
and the displacement can be hysteretic 关16兴. A dynamic friction
model 共called the LuGre model兲 was presented by Canudas de Wit
et al. with an internal state representing the average deflection of
contacting asperities 关17兴, and was further extended by others
关16,18兴. This model demonstrated, among other properties, the
hysteresis between the friction and the sliding velocity for unidirectional sliding. Such hysteresis was also reported for unidirectional, unsteady sliding velocities and modeled through a time lag
by Hess et al. 关19兴. Similar hysteresis behavior was studied for a
forced oscillator with a compliant contact 关20兴. The experimental
results reported in 关16,17,19,20兴 were all based on macroscopic
systems.
This paper aims to model the dynamic friction in linear microball bearings consisting of micromachined silicon V-grooves
and commercially available stainless-steel microballs. These bearings can be used in linear micromotors with application to longrange, precision micropositioning. The term “dynamic friction”
共as opposed to the static friction兲 refers to the friction when a
relative motion between the slider and the stator is present. In the
experiment the stator is fixed to a forced oscillator, and the motion
of the slider is driven only by the friction. Hence the friction is
directly linked to the acceleration of the slider, which is determined based on successive video images. In general, the bearing
dynamics is very complex due to fabrication-related surface irregularities, ball-to-ball or ball-to-wall collisions, and oxide
growth on contact surfaces 关12兴, and the slider may occasionally
demonstrate stick-slip, slow drift, or sudden impacts. However,
the emphasis of this paper is on the frictional behavior when the
slider is 共relatively兲 steadily sliding, which would be the normal
operating condition once the fabrication processes are refined.
Due to the constraint of camera speed, the 共relative兲 velocity regime is about 关−0.02, 0.02兴 m / s. Note that this limitation does not
undermine the importance of the study since interesting frictionrelated dynamics typically takes place at low velocities and during
velocity reversals.
In the vision-based measurement system both the friction and
the 共relative兲 velocity are derived from the position information
available through the camera. Finite difference methods are commonly used to obtain approximations of derivatives, including approximations of the velocity and the acceleration from the displacement data 关21兴. Efforts have been made to reduce the
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Fig. 2 Vision-based experimental setup
Fig. 1 Schematic of a linear microball bearing †11‡

approximation errors through, e.g., the development of high-order
methods 关22,23兴. In this paper algorithms are developed to fully
compensate the distortion by exploiting the periodic nature of the
signals involved. The distortions in amplitude/phase introduced by
the forward difference and the central difference methods are first
derived for sinusoidal signals. Since the actual signals contain
high-order harmonics, fast Fourier transform 共FFT兲 is conducted
to isolate individual frequency components for subsequent compensation.
Both numerical and experimental results show that the algorithms can effectively recover the derivative quantities based on
the position snapshots. Processing of the experimental data shows
that 共at least for the velocity range considered in the paper兲 the
friction is a static function of the velocity. At low relative velocities, the friction is approximately linear in the relative velocity,
thus demonstrating a viscous behavior; as the relative velocity
increases, the friction approaches saturation and then shows a
dropping trend upon further increase of the velocity. For simulation purposes, a Langevin function is used to approximate the
friction-velocity relationship. The predictions of the slider amplitude and the slider/state phase difference based on this empirical
model agree well with the experimental results.
A viscoelastic model is further proposed to explain the observed behavior. A large body of literature is available on stress/
strain analysis for rolling contacts including frictional contacts
共see, e.g., 关24–27兴兲. Inspired by the work of Poschel et al. on
rolling friction of a hard cylinder on a viscous plane 关28兴, we
model the groove plane as a continuum of mass-spring-damper
elements with the masses moving perpendicular to the plane. The
distinction is that the 3D geometry needs to be addressed here
while a 2D geometry was considered in 关28兴. Moreover, the comparable hardness demonstrated by silicon 关29兴 and steel entails
appropriate modification of the assumption of a hard body rolling
on a viscous plane. Given a rolling velocity, the penetration depth
of the ball into the groove plane is determined through an implicit
equation of force balance and can be solved for by the fixed-point
iteration algorithm. The mechanical power required to actuate the
continuum of mass-spring-dampers is then calculated, from which
the rolling resistance 共friction兲 is derived. Numerical calculations
show that this model is able to reproduce the nonlinear, velocitydependent behavior of the rolling friction observed in experiments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The linear
microball bearing and the vision-based measurement system are
described in Sec. 2. The data processing algorithm is presented in
Sec. 3. The algorithm is applied to experimental data and the
empirical friction-velocity relationship is revealed in Sec. 4. In
Sec. 5 the viscoelastic model is introduced and comparison with
experimental results is reported. In Sec. 6 concluding remarks are
provided.

2

Experimental Setup
A schematic of a linear microball bearing is shown in Fig. 1.
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The bearing consists of two silicon plates 共slider and stator兲 and
stainless-steel microballs of diameter 285 m. Two parallel
V-grooves, which house the balls, are etched on the plates using
potassium hydroxide 共KOH兲 solution. Figure 2 shows the picture
of the experimental setup. The stator of the bearing is mounted on
an oscillating platform driven by a servomotor through a “crankslider” mechanism 共for more details, see 关11兴兲. The platform 共and
hence the stator兲 moves only in the direction of the underneath
guiding rails and so does the slider of the bearing. The position of
the stator is approximately
xstat共t兲 = Xstat sin 共t兲

共1兲

where  is the angular velocity of the servomotor, and the oscillating amplitude Xstat can be adjusted. Distinct marks are placed
and also etched on the stator and slider of the bearing, respectively. A CCD camera 共Sony DCR-TRV22兲 with a 24⫻ magnification lens captures motions of these marks, and position information of the slider and the stator can be extracted through image
processing.

3

Compensation Algorithms for Difference Methods
The equation of motion for the slider is:
M slidaslid共t兲 = F fric共t兲

共2兲
䉭

Here M slid denotes the mass of the slider, aslid = ẍslid共t兲 denotes its
acceleration, and F fric is the friction between the stator and the
slider. The slider experiences periodic motion during steady sliding. To determine whether there is hysteresis or other memory
effect in the friction versus relative velocity relationship, one can
check the phase difference between aslid and vrel, where vrel denotes the relative velocity:
vrel共t兲 = vslid共t兲 − vstat共t兲 = ẋslid共t兲 − ẋstat共t兲

If the phase difference is a multiple of , aslid will be a static
共memoryless兲 function of vrel, and it will be a dynamic or hysteretic function of vrel otherwise. Note that due to the nonlinearity of
friction, each of xslid, vslid, vrel, and aslid will typically contain
more than one frequency component. Therefore, one needs to look
at their fundamental frequency components when calculating the
phase difference.
A challenging problem here is that all derivative quantities,
aslid共t兲 , vslid共t兲 , vstat共t兲, and vrel共t兲, can only be obtained through
finite differencing of noisy position snapshots, xslid关n兴 and xstat关n兴
共note that, in practice, xstat关n兴 is also extracted through image
processing instead of being calculated from 共1兲兲. Plain difference
methods introduce distortions to the true derivative signals. In
order to compensate for these errors, the amplitude scaling 共and
phase shift if applicable兲 for sinusoidal signals is first quantified
for two commonly used finite difference methods.
Transactions of the ASME

3.1 Distortion Induced by Finite Difference Methods. The
analysis is conducted for a generic sinusoidal function x共t兲
= X sin 共t + 兲. Calculate
v共t兲 = ẋ共t兲 = X cos 共t + 兲

共3兲

a共t兲 = ẍ共t兲 = − 2X sin 共t + 兲

共4兲

Fig. 3 The three-stage data processing algorithm, applicable
to both the forward difference method and the central forward
method

䉭

Sample x共t兲 with time step h, and denote x关n兴= x共nh兲. One is then
interested in approximating 兵v共nh兲其 or 兵a共nh兲其 based on the sequence 兵x关n兴其. Two methods, forward difference and central difference, are considered for approximation of both the velocity 共3兲
and the acceleration 共4兲. Under the forward difference method, the
estimates are
v f 关n兴 =

a f 关n兴 =

x关n + 1兴 − x关n兴
h

v f 关n + 1兴 − v f 关n兴 x关n + 2兴 + x关n兴 − 2x关n + 1兴
=
h
h2

共5兲

共6兲

x关n + 1兴 − x关n − 1兴
2h

x关n + 1兴 + x关n − 1兴 − 2x关n兴
ac关n兴 =
h2

共8兲

1
= 关X sin 共 + h兲 − X sin 共兲兴
h
= m1X cos 共 + 1兲
共9兲

where m1 = sin共h / 2兲 / 共h / 2兲, and 1 = h / 2. Comparing with
共3兲, one can see that not only the magnitude of v f 关n兴 is scaled
from that of v共nh兲 by m1, but also its phase differs from that of
v共nh兲 by 1. Similarly,

=

x关n + 2兴 + x关n兴 − 2x关n + 1兴
h2
X
关sin 共 + 2h兲 + sin 共兲 − 2 sin 共 + h兲兴
h2

= − m22X sin 共t +  + 2兲

共11兲

x关n + 1兴 + x关n − 1兴 − 2x关n兴
h2
X
关sin 共 + h兲 + sin 共 − h兲 − 2 sin 共兲兴
h2

冉

sin 共h/2兲
h/2

冊

2

2X sin 共t + 兲 =

冉

sin 共h/2兲
h/2

冊

2

共10兲

where m2 = 共sin共h / 2兲 / 共h / 2兲兲 , and 2 = h. Therefore, the
magnitude of a f 关n兴 is scaled from that of a共nh兲 共compare 共4兲兲 by
m2, and its phase differs from that of a共nh兲 by 2.
2

which is in phase with a共nh兲 but with its amplitude scaled.
3.2 The Data Processing Algorithms. The analysis in Sec.
3.1 is based on the assumption that x关n兴 is sampled from a noiseless sinusoidal signal x共t兲. This is typically not the case in practice. Nonlinearity associated with the friction induces high-order
harmonics in the signals. Furthermore, the position data extracted
from the video images is noisy. To deal with these problems, FFT
followed by amplitude-based filtering is adopted in compensation.
The proposed algorithms consist of three steps 共Fig. 3兲:
1. Stage 1. Finite difference methods. Crude estimates of the
velocity and the acceleration are obtained through a plain
共forward or central兲 finite difference method.
2. Stage 2. FFT and amplitude-based filtering. Through FFT,
one decomposes the signals obtained from stage 1 into individual frequency components for amplitude/phase compensation 共stage 3兲 and prepares for filtering. Amplitude-based
filtering, instead of low-pass filtering, is chosen since the
latter may also filter out the high-order harmonics 共and thus
distort the true frictional dynamics兲 and introduces extra
phase shift to signals. Let M max be the maximum amplitude
among all frequency components. Then a frequency component k will be eliminated if its amplitude M k ⱕ ⑀0M max,
where ⑀0 is chosen based on the noise level.
3. Stage 3. Frequency-dependent compensation. Any remaining
frequency component after filtering is compensated in amplitude and phase based on 共9兲 and 共10兲 for the forward
difference method, and in amplitude only based on 共11兲 and
共12兲 for the central difference method 共as there is no phase
distortion兲. For example, suppose that the forward difference
method is adopted and the velocity sequence v̄ f 关n兴 after filtering is
v̄ f 关n兴 =

3.1.2 Central Difference Method. For the central difference
method, one can show

兺V

k

sin 共knh + ␣k兲

共13兲

k

Then the compensated signal will be
x关n + 1兴 − x关n − 1兴
vc关n兴 =
2h
=

a共nh兲,
共12兲

共7兲

1
v f 关n兴 = 共x关n + 1兴 − x关n兴兲
h

a f 关n兴 =

ac关n兴 =

=−

3.1.1 Forward Difference Method. Let t = nh and  = t + . It
then follows that

= m1X cos 共t +  + 1兲

sin 共h兲
v共nh兲
h

which implies that vc关n兴 is in phase with v共nh兲 but its amplitude is
scaled by sin共h兲 / h. Furthermore, one calculates

=

Under the central difference method, the estimates are
vc关n兴 =

=

X
关sin 共 + h兲 − sin 共 − h兲兴
2h

sin 共h兲
X sin 共t + 兲
=
h
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v f 关n兴 =

kh/2

兺 sin 共 h/2兲 V
k

k

k

冉

sin knh + ␣k −

 kh
2

冊

共14兲

Simulation is conducted to test the proposed algorithms. Two
sinusoidal trajectories are specified first:
x1共t兲 = X1 cos 共t + 兲,

x2共t兲 = X2 sin 共t兲

DECEMBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 893

Fig. 4 Comparison of difference methods: „a… forward difference method, „b… forward-difference-based three-stage algorithm, „c… central difference method, and „d… central-differencebased three-stage algorithm

where x1共t兲 mimics the relative position of the slider to the stator,
and x2共t兲 mimics the slider position. One would like to calculate
v1关n兴 共analogy of relative velocity兲 and a2关n兴 共analogy of acceleration兲 based on snapshots x1关n兴 and x2关n兴 with sampling time h.
Note that x1共t兲 and x2共t兲 are specified in such a way that there is a
phase difference of  between v1共t兲 and a2共t兲. In simulation, X1
= 0.0011, X2 = 3.1⫻ 10−4,  = 6, h = 0.033, and the filtering level
⑀0 = 0.002 共although x1共t兲and x2共t兲 are purely sinusoidal, one will
get extra frequency components in FFT due to the finite number of
data points兲.
Figure 4 compares the a2 versus v1 plots obtained through various methods. It is clear that the 共plain兲 forward difference algorithm leads to a spurious loop 共Fig. 4共a兲兲, introduced by the phase
errors in approximating v1 and a2. The phase difference between
a2 and v1 in Fig. 4共a兲 is numerically calculated to be 2.83, which
is consistent with the analytical value obtained through 共9兲 and
共10兲. On the other hand, the three-stage algorithms based on either
difference method are able to preserve the phase difference of 
between a2 and v1 correctly 共Fig. 4共b兲 and 4共d兲兲, and the plots 共b兲
and 共d兲 are nearly indistinguishable. While the plain central difference method is capable of preserving the phase 共Fig. 4共c兲兲, it
induces amplitude distortion. This is evident from Fig. 5, which
shows the impact of the amplitude scaling step on the approximation error in v1 共against the true values兲 for the central difference
method.

4

Fig. 5 Effect of amplitude compensation on the approximation
error

be 3.585. However, there are no such loops if one adopts the
three-stage processing algorithm based on either the forward difference method 共Fig. 7共b兲兲 or the central difference method 共Fig.
7共c兲兲, where the noise tolerance is picked to be ⑀0 = 0.08. The two
plots look identical, with the phase difference on each plot computed to be 3.157 共very close to 兲. Based on the analysis in Sec.
3, one concludes that the friction is well approximated by a static
but nonlinear function of the relative velocity, and the “hysteresis”
loop in Fig. 7共a兲 is an artifact of data processing.
From Fig. 7, the friction is almost linear with respect to the
relative velocity when the latter is low and, as the magnitude of
the relative velocity increases, the friction approaches the maximum value, beyond which it shows a decreasing trend. Simulation
will be conducted to further verify the static relationship, and for
this purpose, a modified Langevin function L共·兲 is proposed to
approximate the friction versus velocity relationship:
F fric共t兲 = M slidL„vrel共t兲…
where for any q,
䉭

L共q兲= A0

冉

1 e ␣q + e −␣q
−
␣ q e ␣q − e −␣q

共15兲

冊

共16兲

To identify the parameters A0 and ␣, one calculates

Empirical Frictional Model

The three-stage algorithm is then used to process the actual
position data collected for the microball bearing. In the experiments ten balls were placed in the parallel grooves 共five balls on
each side兲, and a 2 g weight was placed on top of the slider to
provide additional normal force. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of
the stator, the slider, and their relative positions, respectively, extracted from videos taken at 30 frames/second. Note that although
the slider experiences slow, random drift due to fabrication-related
surface irregularities, its periodic oscillation is dominant. The stator oscillates with frequency 2.95 Hz and amplitude 1.2 mm.
Figure 7 shows the relationships between the slider acceleration
aslid 共namely, friction normalized by the slider mass兲 and the relative velocity vslid − vstat when three different schemes are used to
compute these quantities. If the plain forward difference method is
used following low-pass filtering 共cutoff frequency 6 Hz兲, a loop
results 共Fig. 7共a兲兲, with the phase difference between the fundamental frequency components of aslid and vslid − vstat computed to
894 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006

Fig. 6 Experimentally measured trajectories of the slider „top…,
the stator „center…, and their relative position „bottom…
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Fig. 9 Simulated position trajectories of xslid, xstat, and xslid
− xstat
Fig. 7 Slider acceleration „friction… versus relative velocity under different data processing schemes. „a… Low-pass filtering
followed by forward difference; „b… three-stage algorithm based
on forward difference; and „c… three-stage algorithm based on
central difference

dL共q兲
dq

= ␣A0

冉

共e

␣q

4
1
−␣q 2 −
−e 兲
共␣q兲2

冊

共17兲

By evaluating the derivatives at vrel = 0 and vrel = 0.015 in Fig. 7共c兲
and solving 共17兲, the parameters are determined to be A0 = 0.112,
␣ = 128.65. Note that the Langevin function is monotonic and thus
unable to capture the decreasing trend close to and beyond the
largest relative velocity observed in the experiment. This, however, is not a concern considering that the Langevin approximation will be used solely in simulation, and it agrees reasonably
well with the experimental data within the velocity range of interest 共see Fig. 8兲.
In the simulation, the equation of motion 共2兲 is integrated using
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a time step of 0.001
second, incorporating 共1兲, 共15兲, and 共16兲. The oscillation amplitude of the stator is Xstat = 1.2 mm and  = 2 f 0 with f 0
= 2.95 Hz, both estimated from the experimental data. Figure 9
shows the simulation results, which are in good agreement with
the experimental data. Note that the absolute position values are
of little relevance since the reference points are defined arbitrarily.
The oscillation amplitude of the slider in Fig. 9 is 0.210 mm,
while the amplitude of xslid关n兴 in the experiment 共Fig. 6兲 was
0.206 mm. Furthermore, the phase difference between xslid and
xstat in Fig. 9 is 1.384 rad, comparing to 1.416 rad measured in the
experiment 共Fig. 6兲.

Fig. 8 The Langevin approximation to experimental data
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5

A Viscoelastic Model

5.1 The Model. Interactions of all bearing elements, and thus
the rolling friction of the bearing, are determined by interactions
of the individual balls with the V-grooves. Therefore, it suffices to
consider the case of a single ball rolling on a plane. Figure 10
depicts a ball of radius R rolling on a viscous plane with forward
velocity v along the x axis. The y axis is defined to point into the
paper, while the z axis points upward with z = 0 representing the
plane. If the ball were rigid, it would deform the plane with certain depth of penetration ⬘ while maintaining its own shape 共see
the surface represented by the dashed line in Fig. 10兲. However,
for the case of linear microball bearings, the stainless-steel balls
and the silicon grooves have close hardness and Young’s moduli
and thus both should be treated as viscous. One may approximate
the deformation of the plane in this case as ␣ times of that for the
rigid-ball case, where

␣=

Hss
Hss + HSi

共18兲

Here Hss and HSi represent the hardness of stainless steel and that
of silicon, respectively. See the surface represented by the solid
line in Fig. 10. We take ␣ = 0.5 共thus ⬘ = 2兲 considering the comparable hardness values of the contact surfaces.
Let AC be the projection of the contact area onto the x-y plane,
and 共xc , y c兲 be the projection of the sphere center. If the ball were
rigid, the z component z⬘共x , y兲 of a contact point for 共x , y兲 苸 AC
would satisfy 共noting that z⬘共x , y兲 ⬍ 0兲:
关R − ⬘ − z⬘共x,y兲兴2 + 共x − xc兲2 + 共y − y c兲2 = R2
which follows from the geometry. Since the ball is viscous, the
actual z component z共x , y兲 = ␣z⬘共x , y兲 = 0.5z⬘共x , y兲, resulting in

Fig. 10 A viscous ball rolling on a viscous plane
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v冑4R cos 
vdt cos 
2R

dp共兲 = − mr+v cos ddt ·
and the differential force is
f B共兲d =

dp共兲
= − 2mv2 cos2 d
dt

共24兲

One then evaluates
FB =
Fig. 11 Characterization of the projection AC of the contact
area

冕

0

−0

f B共兲 d = − mv2关20 + sin 共20兲兴

Balancing the forces on the system leads to

冕冕

f共x, y兲dx dy + FB + FN = 0

共25兲

AC

关R − 2 − 2z共x,y兲兴2 + 共x − xc兲2 + 共y − y c兲2 = R2
For R Ⰷ , one can approximate z共x , y兲 by
z共x,y兲 =

共x − xc兲2 + 共y − y c兲2
−
4R

共19兲

Assume that the ball center moves with a constant velocity v, i.e.,
ẋc = v. The time derivatives of z共x , y兲 can be computed:
ż共x,y兲 = −

共x − xc兲v
2R

z̈共x,y兲 =

v2
2R

共20兲
共21兲

A system of independent mass-spring-damper elements moving
in the z direction was used to model the viscoelasticity of the
plane by Poschel et al. 关28兴. This model also applies to the case of
bearings described above, where the inertial, elastic, and viscous
parameters reflect the properties of both the ball and the plane.
The force acting on the element at 共x , y兲 is:
f共x,y兲dxdy = mz̈共x,y兲dxdy + ␥ż共x,y兲dxdy + kz共x,y兲dxdy
共22兲
where m is the mass of springs per unit area, ␥ is the damping
constant per unit area, and k is the spring constant per unit area.
Introducing change of variables 共x , y兲 = 共x − xc , y − y c兲 and using
共20兲 and 共21兲, one can write 共with a bit abuse of notation兲
f共x, y兲 = 共mv2 − ␥vx兲/2R + k共2x + 2y − 4R兲/4R

共23兲

The projection AC of the contact area can be characterized as the
intersection of two disks of radii r+ and r−, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The disk of radius r+ is defined by the geometric
condition 共19兲, and thus r+ = 2冑R with center 共0 , 0兲. The disk of
radius r− is defined by the condition for contact: f共x , y兲 ⬍ 0,
which implies that it is centered at 共␥v / k , 0兲 with r−
= 冑4R + 共␥2 − 2mk兲v2 / k2. Note that the two disks will overlap for
v = 0, and, for v ⬎ 0, the leading edge of AC is determined by the
geometry 共19兲 while the trailing edge is determined by the condition f共x , y兲 = 0.
In addition to the force distribution inside AC, there is a force
distribution along the leading edge B, accelerating the mass elements from 0 to finite velocities in infinitesimal time and contributing to a finite force FB. This can be calculated as follows. Let 
denote the angular coordinate for elements on the leading edge
共Fig. 11兲; clearly  苸 关−0 , 0兴 with 0 = cos−1 共mv / 2␥冑R兲.
Within time dt, the leading edge advances vdt along the x direction, and at angle  a differential mass of mr+d · vdt cos  is
accelerated from being still to −xv / 2R = −共v冑4R cos  / 2R兲.
Thus the momentum dp共兲 received a  is
896 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006

where FN is the normal force acting on the ball. Given v, 共25兲 is
an implicit equation of the penetration depth , which can be
solved for using a fixed-point algorithm 关30兴.
The rolling friction F fric is then computed from the energy balance equation:
F fricv =

冕冕

f共x, y兲ż共x, y兲 dxdy + PB

共26兲

AC

where F fricv represents the externally imparted power, the first
term on the right-hand side represents the mechanical energy per
time imparted into the contact area, and PB is the kinetic energy
per time transferred to the leading edge:
PB =

=

冕

0

−0

冉

1
v冑4R cos 
共mr+v cos 兲 −
2
2R

冊

2

d

m冑Rv3共9 sin 0 + sin 共30兲兲
6R

5.2 Comparison with Experimental Results. The dynamic
coefficient of friction 共COF兲1 is computed based on the proposed
viscoelastic model. In particular, for each velocity v, 共25兲 is
solved iteratively for the corresponding penetration depth , which
is in turn plugged into 共26兲 to evaluate F fric. Although the relative
velocity between the slider and the stator varied over time in the
experiments, one can assume that the bearing dynamics is at the
steady state considering the low velocities involved, and therefore
the viscoelastic model is applicable. The overall rolling friction in
the bearing is derived from the friction in the single ball-plane
interaction.
The following parameters were used in the computation: m
k = 1.85⫻ 1018 N / m3,
␥ = 1.0
= 1.03⫻ 10−3 kg/ m2,
14
3
⫻ 10 N · s / m , R = 1.43⫻ 10−4 m, and FN = 0.002 N. Here R and
FN were derived from the experimental conditions. The true values of m, k, and ␥ are difficult to obtain. The m and k values used
in calculation were based on the density and modulus values of
silicon and steel, assuming 100 nm thick effective elastic layers
for the contact surfaces, and ␥ was chosen to provide reasonable
fit to the experimental data 共Fig. 12兲.
Note that the admissible values for m, k, and ␥ are not unique.
Indeed, if one obtains m and k by assuming the thickness of the
effective elastic layers to be, say, 120 nm instead of 100 nm, and
changes ␥ accordingly, a similar fit to the experimental data is still
achievable. The main point here, however, is that the viscoelastic
model is able to capture the nonlinear dependence of the rolling
friction on the relative velocity that was observed in experiments
共see Fig. 7共c兲兲: at relatively low velocities, the friction increases
1
The COF computed from the viscoelastic model will depend on the normal load.
The results reported are based on the load used in the experiments.
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Fig. 12 Computed COF versus experimental measurement

linearly with the velocity; it then approaches the peak value, beyond which it starts to drop. This is more evident from Fig. 13,
where the computational results for a larger velocity range are
shown.
An intuitive explanation can be provided for the particular way
in which the friction varies with the velocity. From 共20兲, the local
deformation rate ż共x , y兲 共and thus the local viscous force density
␥ż共x , y兲兲 is proportional to the velocity v. A dominant portion of
the rolling friction comes from the integral of local viscous force
density over AC 共refer to 共26兲兲, determined by both the magnitude
of the viscous force density and the size of AC. At low velocities,
the elastic force component in f plays a major role in the force
balance equation 共25兲 since the viscous component is weak, resulting in a relatively large and constant deformation area AC.
Therefore, the friction rises linearly with v. As v increases, the
viscous force term becomes increasingly important in the force
balance, and the required contribution from the elastic force term
decreases, leading to the reduction of both the contact area and the
penetration depth  共see Fig. 14兲. Consequently, the overall friction starts to drop. Note that a similar trend was observed and
interpreted for the case of a rigid cylinder rolling on a viscous
plane 关28兴.

6

Conclusions and Discussions

This paper was focused on the modeling of dynamic friction in
MEMS-based linear microball bearings. Novel data processing
algorithms were presented to extract the velocity and the force
information from the noisy position data. Compensation schemes

Fig. 13 Computed COF for a larger velocity range

Fig. 14 Computed penetration depth
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were developed for two popular difference methods to eliminate
errors in approximating derivative quantities. The approach enabled successful characterization of the rolling friction despite the
relatively low video rate used in the experiments. Adopting a
higher speed video camera for the measurement would allow one
to investigate the frictional behavior at higher relative velocities
with lower noise; however, it is expected that the data processing
algorithms proposed in this paper will still be applicable.
It was established that the rolling friction versus velocity relationship can be captured by a static 共nonlinear兲, viscous map in
the velocity regime examined. Further insight into the contact
dynamics was provided by the proposed viscoelastic model. For
future work, the findings in this paper will be used in the control
of microball bearing-supported micromotors 关31兴 for long-range,
high-speed micropositioning.
Although hysteresis was not found to be significant in this
study, it could prove important for smaller-scale applications, such
as microball bearing-based nanopositioners. The experimental
setup in Fig. 2 is inadequate for capturing very fine phenomena
such as presliding. In order to study these tribological behaviors,
an apparatus will be needed that can perform N-resolution force
excitation/measurement and nm-resolution displacement measurement. Such investigations would provide valuable information
complementary to the work in this paper.
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